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Digital DataDigital Data

•• In the digital world there are only twoIn the digital world there are only two
states - ON or OFF.states - ON or OFF.

•• These are represented by a 1, or 0, andThese are represented by a 1, or 0, and
are the fundamental unit known as a Bit.are the fundamental unit known as a Bit.

•• For imaging using either 1 or 0 we canFor imaging using either 1 or 0 we can
describe only two values black or white.describe only two values black or white.

•• To describe shades between black andTo describe shades between black and
white we need more options - biggerwhite we need more options - bigger
numbers!numbers!



Digital DataDigital Data

•• Using just a 1 or 0 we count in a Base of 2.Using just a 1 or 0 we count in a Base of 2.
•• A 1 Bit (2A 1 Bit (211) number has only two possible) number has only two possible

values - 1 or 0.values - 1 or 0.
•• With a 2 Bit (2With a 2 Bit (222) number we can have four) number we can have four

possible values - 00, 01, 10, or 11.possible values - 00, 01, 10, or 11.
•• Computer monitors and many digitalComputer monitors and many digital

imaging standards and applications work inimaging standards and applications work in
8 Bit (28 Bit (288) - which provides 256 different) - which provides 256 different
values from 0 to 255.values from 0 to 255.



Digital DataDigital Data

•• An image using 8 Bit values is describedAn image using 8 Bit values is described
as having a Bit depth of 8 (256 differentas having a Bit depth of 8 (256 different
values)values)

•• The CCD in the D1X and D100 capture anThe CCD in the D1X and D100 capture an
image with a Bit depth of 12.image with a Bit depth of 12.

•• A 12 Bit (2A 12 Bit (21212) image has a range of 4,096) image has a range of 4,096
different values, and can therefore describedifferent values, and can therefore describe
a far greater range of colours or tones.a far greater range of colours or tones.



  Charged CoupledCharged Coupled
DeviceDevice
(CCD)(CCD)



Bayer Pattern FilterBayer Pattern Filter

•• Named after theNamed after the
Kodak engineer whoKodak engineer who
designed it.designed it.

•• It is a mosaic of Red,It is a mosaic of Red,
Green, and BlueGreen, and Blue
filters.filters.

•• It is this filter thatIt is this filter that
imparts colour to theimparts colour to the
pixels of the CCD.pixels of the CCD.



Single CCD with Bayer pattern filterSingle CCD with Bayer pattern filter

•• Do you notice anything in particular?Do you notice anything in particular?
•• There are twice as many Green sensors as thereThere are twice as many Green sensors as there

are Red or Blueare Red or Blue
•• The Human eye uses Green part of the visibleThe Human eye uses Green part of the visible

spectrum to assess luminance and detail.spectrum to assess luminance and detail.



Structure of the CCDStructure of the CCD

•• Colour filters cover eachColour filters cover each
photo site (pixel) on thephoto site (pixel) on the
image sensor so theimage sensor so the
photo sites only capturephoto sites only capture
the brightness of thatthe brightness of that
colour of light that passescolour of light that passes
through.through.

•• The lenses on top of eachThe lenses on top of each
pixel are used to collectpixel are used to collect
light and make the sensorlight and make the sensor
more sensitive.more sensitive.

•• To prevent colour fringingTo prevent colour fringing
occurring with highoccurring with high
frequency subjects anfrequency subjects an
anti-aliasing filter diffusesanti-aliasing filter diffuses
the lightthe light

                               

 



Low PassLow Pass
Anti-Aliasing FilterAnti-Aliasing Filter

•• When highWhen high
frequency detail infrequency detail in
the subjectthe subject
approaches that ofapproaches that of
the of the sensorthe of the sensor
pitch it can causepitch it can cause
colour fringing.colour fringing.

•• The filter softensThe filter softens
the image seen bythe image seen by
the CCD.the CCD.



How does a Bayer patternHow does a Bayer pattern
CCD produce an RGB image ?CCD produce an RGB image ?

•• The data from each individual pixel isThe data from each individual pixel is
compared to data from surroundingcompared to data from surrounding
pixels and the result is interpolated frompixels and the result is interpolated from
the result.the result.

•• The output RGB value is theThe output RGB value is the
combination of recorded data andcombination of recorded data and
interpolation of the surrounding 144interpolation of the surrounding 144
pixels (in a 12 x 12 grid).pixels (in a 12 x 12 grid).



D100 - CCDD100 - CCD

•• 23.7mm x 15.6mm RGB - CCD23.7mm x 15.6mm RGB - CCD
•• Lens magnification factor of 1.52xLens magnification factor of 1.52x
•• 6.31 million total pixels (6.1 million effective)6.31 million total pixels (6.1 million effective)
•• Image size (pixels)Image size (pixels)

L 3,008 x 2,000L 3,008 x 2,000
M 2,240 x 1,488
S 1,504 x 1,000S 1,504 x 1,000

•• Square Pixels (no interpolation of resolution)Square Pixels (no interpolation of resolution)
•• 12 Bits per channel output12 Bits per channel output
•• Sensitivity ISO equivalency 200-1600 (Hi+1, Hi+2)Sensitivity ISO equivalency 200-1600 (Hi+1, Hi+2)



Digital ResolutionDigital Resolution



Digital Camera ResolutionDigital Camera Resolution

•• Dots per  inch (dpi) is used to expressDots per  inch (dpi) is used to express
the resolution of printers and refers tothe resolution of printers and refers to
the number of ink dots the printer canthe number of ink dots the printer can
lay downlay down

•• Pixel per inch (ppi) is used to expressPixel per inch (ppi) is used to express
the resolution of a digital image filethe resolution of a digital image file
(72ppi is standard for a web page)(72ppi is standard for a web page)



Digital Camera ResolutionDigital Camera Resolution
Why are digital cameras’ resolutionWhy are digital cameras’ resolution

not quoted in ppi ?not quoted in ppi ?

•• Digital Camera CCD’s have different physical sizes. Digital Camera CCD’s have different physical sizes.

•• CCD sensors (pixels) vary in size. CCD sensors (pixels) vary in size.

•• The total number of pixels varies. The total number of pixels varies.

•• So to use a unit of linear measure  against the So to use a unit of linear measure  against the
actual CCD itself does not take account of the aboveactual CCD itself does not take account of the above
and therefore gives a false reading.and therefore gives a false reading.



Digital Camera ResolutionDigital Camera Resolution
Coolpix 995 - CCDCoolpix 995 - CCD D1 - CCDD1 - CCD

3200 ppi (approx)3200 ppi (approx)

2000 ppi (approx)2000 ppi (approx)

3.23.2
Mega pixelsMega pixels
image sizeimage size

2,048 x 1,5362,048 x 1,536
Pixel 3.9Pixel 3.9µµm sq.m sq.

2.662.66
Mega pixelsMega pixels
image sizeimage size

2,000 x 1,3122,000 x 1,312
Pixel 11.8Pixel 11.8µµm sq.m sq.

D100 - CCDD100 - CCD

3000 ppi (approx)3000 ppi (approx)

6.16.1
Mega pixelsMega pixels
image sizeimage size

3,008 x 20003,008 x 2000
Pixel 7.0Pixel 7.0µµm sq.m sq.



RGB - ColourRGB - Colour
Primary ColoursPrimary Colours

In an 8-bit image eachIn an 8-bit image each
primary colour can have aprimary colour can have a
maximum of 255 levels ofmaximum of 255 levels of
brightness (0 - 255).brightness (0 - 255).

Combining the 3 primary colourCombining the 3 primary colour
channels gives up to 16.77 millionchannels gives up to 16.77 million
(255 x 255 x 255) colours.(255 x 255 x 255) colours. This provides a trueThis provides a true

‘photographic quality’‘photographic quality’
digital colour image.digital colour image.



Why RGB Colour ?Why RGB Colour ?
•• The Human eye sees in RGB.The Human eye sees in RGB.
•• The cone cells on the retina detect red,The cone cells on the retina detect red,

green, or blue wavelengths of light.green, or blue wavelengths of light.
•• The brain then interpolates these valuesThe brain then interpolates these values

to to provide a full colour image.to to provide a full colour image.
•• A digital camera working in an RGBA digital camera working in an RGB

colour space mimics this process.colour space mimics this process.
•• Computer monitors use RGB phosphorsComputer monitors use RGB phosphors

in CRT screens, or RGB filters on LCDin CRT screens, or RGB filters on LCD
screens.screens.



RBG Colour ModeRBG Colour Mode

•• Mode I - sRGB  :- D1X/H & D100Mode I - sRGB  :- D1X/H & D100

   A similar range of colour represented on   A similar range of colour represented on
most PC monitors.most PC monitors.

   Colours ‘pop’ in web and e-mail   Colours ‘pop’ in web and e-mail
applicationsapplications



RBG Colour ModeRBG Colour Mode

•• Mode II - Adobe RGB  :- D1X/H & D100Mode II - Adobe RGB  :- D1X/H & D100

   A larger gamut of colours compared to   A larger gamut of colours compared to
sRGB - best for high quality reproductionsRGB - best for high quality reproduction
and printing.and printing.

  Can look flat on web and e-mail  Can look flat on web and e-mail
  applications  applications



RBG Colour ModeRBG Colour Mode

•• Mode III - sRGB  :- D100 OnlyMode III - sRGB  :- D100 Only

   A similar range of colour represented by Fuji   A similar range of colour represented by Fuji
Velvia film - very saturated greens and blues.Velvia film - very saturated greens and blues.

   Great for landscape and wildlife - but it is not   Great for landscape and wildlife - but it is not
very kind to skin tones!very kind to skin tones!



Which RBG Colour Mode ?Which RBG Colour Mode ?



File types, size, andFile types, size, and
their applicationtheir application



File Type  & CompressionFile Type  & Compression

•• Nikon Electronic Format (RAW)Nikon Electronic Format (RAW)
•• Nikon Electronic Format (RAW) Comp.Nikon Electronic Format (RAW) Comp.
•• TIFF - RGB uncompressed 8 bit per channelTIFF - RGB uncompressed 8 bit per channel
•• JPEG - Fine comp. ratio 1:4 (approx)JPEG - Fine comp. ratio 1:4 (approx)
•• JPEG - Normal comp. ratio 1:8 (approx)JPEG - Normal comp. ratio 1:8 (approx)
•• JPEG - Basic comp. ratio 1:16 (approx)JPEG - Basic comp. ratio 1:16 (approx)



CompressionCompression

•• Compressed - NEF / JPEGCompressed - NEF / JPEG
•• Uncompressed - NEF / TIFFUncompressed - NEF / TIFF
•• Compression is either described asCompression is either described as

loss less, or lossy.loss less, or lossy.
•• Lossy compression involves ‘ditching’Lossy compression involves ‘ditching’

data of the same or similar value. Whendata of the same or similar value. When
the file is un-compressed this data isthe file is un-compressed this data is
reconstructed.reconstructed.




